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Extra Questions (To be written in science note copy) 

 

Q5 How does light travels? Describe an activity which helps us to understand this property. 

Answer- Light travels in a straight line.  

 

a) Take a piece of pipe or a long rubber tube. Light a candle and fix it on a table at one end of the room. 

b) Try to look at the candle through pipe. The candle is visible. 

c) Bend the pipe from one in and try to look at the candle again. This time the candle is not visible as a  

light cannot bend through bent pipe. 

d) This activity shows that light travels through straight line only. 

 

                                                             
 

Q6. What are luminous and non- luminous objects? Give example. 

Answer – Luminous Objects:- Objects that produce/ emit their own light are called luminous . 

Examples are – Sun, bulb, firefly, red hot iron. 

Non-Luminous Objects:- Objects that do not produce  their own light but can be seen by the light  

reflected by them are called non-luminous. 

Examples are – Moon, tree. 

 

Q7. Is air around us always transparent? 

Answer – No, when there is a thick smoke, fog or thick clouds, it does not remain transparent. 

 



Q8. What do you understand by the term reflection? 

Answer- The bouncing back of a light from a surface is called reflection. When light falls on a surface, a  

part of it bounces back and this changes the direction of light. 

 

 
 

Q9. What is a pinhole camera? What are the characteristics of the image form by the pinhole camera?  

Answer- Pinhole camera- It is a simple camera made up of cardboard and it does not have lens. It has a  

small pinhole through which we can see. 

Characteristics of pinhole camera-  

a) The image formed by pinhole camera is inverted. 

b) The images are not too bright because very small amount of light enters through the pinhole. 

c) The image is colorful. 

d) Image formed by pinhole camera is smaller in size in comparison with actual object. 

 

 
 

 

 

# The content is prepared absolutely from home. 

 


